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Hello everyone and a very warm welcome to July’s edition of The Proud 
East Marshian. 

We’ve had four seasons in one month as June lurched from chilly, rainy 
days to basking heat, to a spectacular thunderstorm with torrential rain 
and marble sized hail stones thrown in. 

The Sun and Moon Festival team have wilted in soaring temperatures 
during our weekly Zoom meetings as we made tentative plans for 
Christmas! Bizarre times indeed.

So, as June steps aside and July moves in, our world is moving forward 
in small steps. We’ve been amazed at how adaptable we all are as we’ve 
adjusted and tweaked every aspect of our lives over the last three months. 

Josie’s Let’s Go to Space project went live on the Internet to entertain 
the youngsters. Take time to read the fascinating articles written by all 
involved which give inside information about the creation of this whole 
project.

Talented local artist Terry Clarke has been watching the seasons change in 
his garden and, in true artistic fashion, has created a sequence of beautiful 
paintings inspired by pigeons. Chris Packham will be proud!

We’ve some memories of the East Marsh  and some ideas to get you 
writing. Don’t forget, we’re always keen to publish local writing, so make 
July the month when you put pen to paper and send it to us.

As always, stay alert, stay safe, stay proud and enjoy your Proud East 
Marshian magazine.

With love,

The Sun and Moon Team x
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Keep up to date and
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Greetings Proud East Marshians - from 
Matthew Gray and Lisa February AKA Cosmo 
and Carrie!

East Marsh Windows - your chance to get 
involved.

Little House on The Marsh - Gordon WilsonSpace the Final Frontier - 
Josie Moon reflects on her fabulous Let’s Go 
To Space
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Illustrations by Vivienne May

LET’S GO TO SPACE!

Space, the final frontier, 
these are the voyages of the 
Star Ship Enterprise …

One of my earliest and best 
memories is of being about four 
years old and playing Star Trek at 
Nunsthorpe Nursery school.  It’s a 
dim memory but one that locks into 
my early memories of watching Star 
Trek on telly and being gripped by 
it.  

I have never stopped loving Star 
Trek and I have an abiding respect 
for Gene Roddenberry, its visionary 
creator, a man who changed 
television for the better with his 
representation of a diverse crew on 
the bridge of the Enterprise. 

Lt Uhura, played by Nichelle 
Nichols is an especially ground-
breaking presence on the bridge, 
a black American woman in an 
authoritative role; in charge of 
comms, multi-lingual and on a par 
with her male colleagues.  

Nicholls made an impression on  
Dr Martin Luther King.  In her 
recollections she tells of a time 
when she was considering leaving 
the show but was at a NAACP event 
and was told someone wanted to 
meet her: 

I thought it was a Trekkie, and so 
I said, ‘Sure.’ I looked across the 
room, and there was Dr. Martin 
Luther King walking towards me 
with this big grin on his face. 

He reached out to me and said, ‘Yes, 
Ms. Nichols, I am your greatest fan.’

He said that Star Trek was the only 
show that he, and his wife Coretta, 
would allow their three little 
children to stay up and watch. [She 
told King about her plans to leave 
the series.] I never got to tell him 
why, because he said, 

‘You can’t. You’re part of history.’

JOSIE MOON
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Nichols is now eighty-eight years old. 
Still stately and commanding she is 
now facing the devastating challenge 
of dementia. 

She is the woman who changed the 
culture of American television for 
black American women and who over 
her long career in film and television 
also volunteered with NASA, advising 
on the recruitment of female and 
BAME astronauts. 

She is now officially retired. I think of 
Lt Uhura often, her iconic red mini 
dress, her confidence and assurance 
on the bridge, and of me aged four 
inspired by her to boldly take an 
imaginary Enterprise to the outer 
reaches of space; well the corner of 
the nursery school playroom anyway.
 
It’s not always obvious when you get 
an idea for a story, where that idea 

comes from.
I am sure my Trekkie passion played a 
big part in me deciding to set a story 
for children in space back in 2019 – 
which seems a lifetime ago. However, 
re-reading Let’s Go to Space again 
for the recent Sun and Moon Festival 
project, I see the link back to my Star 
Trek passion. 

The story is about two young best 
friends, Cosmo and Carrie, who 
along with Monster the cat, take off 
in a homemade rocket to answer a 
distress call from aliens stranded 
in space.  The intrepid astronauts 
rescue Zog and Zebedee from Mars 
and visit Venus and Jupiter in the 
hope of finding a home for their new 
friends.  It becomes clear that our 
universe is pretty inhospitable, and 
the children decide to bring their 
new friends to Earth, because it is the 
best planet for building a home and a 

life. 

The USS Enterprise 
gets a name check 
in the story (along 
with the Millennium 
Falcon – but Star 
Wars is not as 
good!!) as Carrie 
gets excited about 
all the features 
of the homemade 
rocket that Cosmo 
so proudly presents 
to her.  The values 
of exploration, 
learning, kindness 
and compassion 
come to the fore 
in the story, values 
that Roddenberry 
espoused back in 
the 1960s. Cosmo 
and Carrie are 

excellent to each other – a bit like 
two of my other screen heroes, Bill 
and Ted and they are excellent to Zog 
and Zebedee. 
 
I like to think that Gene Roddenberry 
would have liked our adventure and 
would have said something like, 
Boldly go, Carrie and Cosmo, seek 
out adventures where no one has 
gone before! 

Because of our flexible festival 
funding – try saying that after a 
shandy – we have been able to revisit 
Let’s Go To Space and produce a 
fabulous set of interactive videos 
and resources which are hosted via 
our website right here: https://www.
sunandmoonfestival.org/resources

Cosmo and Carrie take us on a 
lockdown version of the story and 

offer some great ideas for keeping 
little ones occupied in an imaginative 
and fun adventure.  

Here’s a short extract from Let’s 
Go To Space.  The full story is in the 
downloadable PDF available on our 
Sun and Moon Festival Resource 
Page.

Extract
They all managed to squeeze into the 
rocket.  It was Carrie’s turn to drive 
so she climbed into the front and one 
of the aliens climbed on her knee.  
Cosmo and the other alien shared the 
passenger seat.  
‘How do we know which is which?’ 
said Carrie.
‘We’ll work it out as we go along,’ said 
Cosmo. ‘Now, let’s go!’

Carrie pulled at levers and pushed 
buttons until she hit the right 
combination and the rocket juddered 
and shuddered into life.  With a 
whoosh it took off again carrying 
them all back into space and leaving 
Mars, the Red Planet behind.  
‘I think Mars was like Earth a long 
time ago,’ said Carrie, ‘and I hope 
Earth doesn’t become like Mars in 
the future.’
‘It won’t,’ said Cosmo, ‘we’ll make 
sure of that.’ 

The travellers sailed into space, 
surfing the Milky Way and pointing 
out constellations as they went.  The 
moon smiled at them as they went the 
wrong way and circled round it twice.  

‘Where shall we try next?’ said 
Cosmo.
‘How about Venus?’ said Carrie, ‘she’s 
the only girl planet and I’d like to visit 
her.’

‘Ok,’ said Cosmo, ‘but we’ll have to be 
prepared, there’s a lot of rain there 
and it’s not rain like ours.’
‘Have you brought an umbrella?’ 
Carrie asked.
‘Of course!’ said Cosmo.
‘Then we’ll be fine.  

Of course, Cosmo and Carrie don’t 
actually go to space or indeed to sea 
in Sail Away. What they do is use 
their imagination and creativity to 
envisage and explore make-believe 
worlds and problem solve within 
them.  

In my stories, the children are the 
agents of imagination, thought and 
action.  They are the heroes and the 
ones who grow through their playful 
experience.  We hope that when 
we work with children we inspire 
them to create their own versions 
of the stories, to explore and solve 
problems; to boldly go and seek 
adventure.

Imagination is powerful. When I was 
that little girl pretending to be on the 
bridge of the Enterprise, I was right 
there and I remember it, albeit less 
vividly with the passage of the years.  
We look forward to sharing more 
adventures with you, especially as we 
come out of lockdown and imagine 
the world as we would like it to be in 
the future. 

If you are interested in purchasing 
hard copies of Let’s Go to Space, Sail 
Away or any of our other resource 
books featuring Cosmo, Carrie, 
Monster and their friends, then 
please contact msjosiemoon@gmail.
com  for full details of costs and how 
to purchase. 
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Greetings, Proud East 
Marshians! 
Matthew Gray and Lisa February here 
– or, as most local kids would know 
us, Cosmo and Carrie. We’re Grimsby 
based theatre practitioners, recently 
commissioned by East Marsh United 
to produce a short video series as 
a resource for children on the East 
Marsh and surrounding areas.  

Usually around this time, we’d be 
touring music and theatre workshops 
in schools across N.E Lincolnshire 
with the rest of our fabulous team 
over at Grimsby Jazz Projects. 
However, weeks before we were due 
to start our most recent tour, the 
world went into lockdown. With new 
restrictions and challenges in place, 
we’ve been forced to change course, 
adapting to new and unforeseen 
circumstances.  

We worked in close proximity prior 
to Covid-19; from team meetings 
in cramped living rooms, to getting 
on stage alongside 800 kids at the 
auditorium. Every aspect of the job, 
planning through to performance, 
has been beside others. Aside from 
the occasional phone call or email, 
technology wasn’t a big part of our 
team’s working relationship. (I don’t 
think any of us had even heard of 
Zoom pre-Covid!?) Nowadays, a 
weekly video call is our main way 
of communicating. Conversations 
take longer, and are often littered in 
apologies for cutting each other off 
mid-sentence due to lagging internet. 
‘Sorry, can you repeat that?’ ‘Sorry, 
carry on-’ ‘No, no honestly, you first,’ 

For the both of us, our pre-project 
preparation is usually done at a local 
coffee shop. Sitting together, sharing 

a laptop screen, we’ll chat about 
what we imagine a scene to look like, 
what dialogue needs to come next. 
The luxury of physical presence was 
never apparent, because it’s all we’d 
ever known! But as preparation for 
this video series began, the physical 
barrier of not being able to read body 
language, or communicate ideas 
through anything other than words, 
could be difficult. Neither of us were 
entirely sure what we were doing, 
or what the outcome of this video 
project would look like. Luckily, we 
weren’t starting from scratch. 

 ‘Let’s Go To Space!’ was originally a 
music and theatre workshop, created 
and toured alongside the rest of the 
team in early 2019. It follows best 
friends, Cosmo and Carrie, as they 
embark on an out-of-this-world 
adventure to rescue and rehome 
alien friends, Zog and Zebedee. With 
the encouragement of our team, we 
took this familiar story and worked 
to adapt it for the screen. Instead of 
trying to replicate the original show, 
we decided to utilize our current 
circumstances and retell (or, re-
adventure!) the story of our space 
campaign, as if our characters were 
also living through the pandemic, in 
their very own ‘isolation stations’. 

This made logistical sense when 
filming, but also it reflected what the 
kids watching might be feeling and 
going through – boredom, boundless 
energy, reminiscing on days before 
restrictions. In a way, the project 
offered us relief from the same 
feelings, and was a very welcome 
distraction amidst uncertainty.  
CONTINUED...

GREETINGS
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Our story follows Carrie and 
Cosmo as they receive a distress 
signal from outer space, naturally 
this requires our two adventurers 
to head into space and deal with 
the issue themselves whatever the 
consequences! Donning colanders 
and oven gloves and hopping in a 
rocket made out of a bottle they 
head to Mars where they meet 
two aliens, Zog and Zebedee, who 
basically can’t live on Mars any 
more because it’s become pretty 
useless as a home. 

The astronauts and aliens set about 
exploring some of the other planets 
in our solar system, learning 
about the different atmospheres 
and exploring what makes a 
planet perfect for living on. This 
eventually leads them to realise 
the importance of earth and what 
makes our home planet so special, 
focusing on a message of taking 
care of our world and the people 
in it, making sure it’s safe for 
everyone to enjoy.

A huge part of our work is focused 
on children saving the day and 
problem solving without adults. In 
playing and using their imagination 
to explore themes much bigger 
than our two little characters, in 
the world they create between 
them. They develop and learn from 
each other, testing out the real 
world in a safe environment without 
the restrictions of everyday life. 

It’s also super important to us that 
our audiences see the adventure 
Carrie and Cosmo go on and believe 
it’s something they could play and 
join in with too! We’re trying to move 
away from using any fancy equipment 
and props as part of the magic is in 
using things from around the house 

and completing the experience with 
our imagination. 
It’s our hope that these videos would 
be used in schools and at home as a 
launch pad for creative learning and 
imaginative play. Even in lockdown 
we can journey further than our 
limits, out to space, exploring and 
creating new worlds, and maybe we’ll 
even appreciate our own a little more 
once we come back down to earth.

We are so grateful to have been 
given the opportunity to make 
the series. To be supported by our 
community and others within the 
industry has been so important for 
our professional development (and 
sanity!) during this difficult time. 
Finally, a huge thank you to East 
Marsh United, and the wonderful Sun 
and Moon Festival team, for allowing 
this to be possible.
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Our World, Our Environment.
 
The summer holidays are now looming and we 
know it can sometimes be hard to keep children 
occupied and doing fun things. 

Here at the Sun and Moon Festival, we want to 
help you have a creative summer, especially as 
we still face some lockdown restrictions.  

We invite you to get creative with your front 
window and create a beautiful display of your 
own design on the theme of Our World, Our 
Environment.

We are inviting families to take part. Here’s a 
step by step guide to the project:

• Apply for a gift box from the Sun and 
Moon Festival.  Either: email msjosiemoon@
gmail.com  between July 10th and July 20th to 
apply.  You must be resident in postcode area 
DN32 in order to qualify. 

• OR send us a private message to our 
Facebook page, again between July 10th 
–July 20th  https://www.facebook.com/
sunmoonfestgy/

• In your request tell us why you want to 
take part in the project – something like I want 
to take part in this project because I enjoy using 
art and craft to make my house look nice.  

• If you are successful in your application, 
a box will be delivered to your house containing 
an exciting mix of art and craft materials, 
suggestion sheets, templates and instructions to 
inspire you. You can create any design you like 
but we would like you to display our logo (which 
will be in the box) and a piece of bunting – fabric 
and ribbon will be provided.  

This is FREE. 

• Over the course of the summer, you will 
have a safe and socially distanced interview and 
photo shoot of your window with members of 
our team. We will use the photos for our website 
and project, while making sure your privacy is 
protected. 

• The best window will receive a special 
prize – to be confirmed – and there will be some 
runner-up prizes as well. 

If you fancy getting some inspiration, take a look 
at this board on Pinterest that Josie has created 
for you to look at: https://www.pinterest.co.uk/
msjosiemoon/art-and-craft-windows/

East Marsh Windows -
Get involved! 
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My earliest memories are of the house I lived 
in on Eight Foot Road (the eight-foot) a cobbled 
alley at the back of Church and Kent Streets, 
between Thesiger Street and Bridge Street 
South. The Molson Centre sits there now.

No 2 back of 93 Church Street was a tiny place. 
Mam and Dad always referred to it long after 
we left as “the little ‘ouse”. Mam told me we 
used to rent the house before we bought it from 
Mrs Critten who lived at 93 Church Street. 
We won’t have paid much for 
it because the 100-year lease 
was up in the late 1950s, and 
plans were already in motion 
to demolish all the houses in 
the area.

What I remember most clearly 
is the kitchen. It was just wide 
enough for the gas cooker, 
cabinet, and little dining table 
(though we wouldn’t have 
dreamed of calling it that 
then).  The back door opened 
onto the other end of the 
table, which is why I couldn’t 
sit there.  My place was in the 
corner, beside the cabinet and 
up against the wall. To reach 
my chair I had to bob down 
under the folding shelf of the 
cabinet and crawl under the 
table then wriggle up to the 
chair.

Though I have no memory of 
the incident when I bobbed up beneath the flap 
and toppled the boiling chip-pan onto my back, 
Mam often told me the tale; of how she quickly 
took the bread-knife and cut a line up the 
centre of the back of my pull-over, which she 
threw to the floor and then rushed me across 
the street to Dr Stanton’s on the Kent Street 
corner. And that was an end to it. 
 
He said I was all right and congratulated her 
on the speed of her reaction. She put it down 
to her first-aid training at Eskimo Foods where 
she worked. She had a St John’s badge and 

certificate that she was really proud of. More 
so perhaps than the trophies and fancy glasses 
that she won with The Kent Arms Women’s 
Dart-team.

Another emergency that did leave me scarred 
happened when I was taking pop-bottles back 
to Morris’s shop on Freeman Street. Walking 
down the other side of the eight-foot, I toppled 
on the cobbles and sliced the side of my thumb 
on the broken glass. They took me off to have 

four stitches in a ragged wound and I came back 
with a toy lorry that a kind nurse let me keep 
when I did not want to leave it at the hospital. I 
might have cried loudly.

The back door opened from the kitchen on to 
the cobbled yard where the water tap was, and 
the outside loo. We had no gate, but we shared 
a wall with the Reffell’s next door.  Mam and 
Aunt Kit did a lot of yapping over that wall, as 
did my friend, and her son, Tony and I from our 
bedroom windows at the back. Often, we would 
be wondering where the trains were bound that 

we heard puffing out of Dock Station, leaving 
their billowing trail of steam behind.

The other door in the kitchen led to the front 
room. We had a little television and an armchair 
and couch which Mam insisted on calling a 
settee. There was also a cupboard under the 
stairs where Dad’s sea bag lived along with the 
Bex floor sweeper. Stairs led from close to the 
front door to the two bedrooms upstairs. My 
room looked across the back yards of Church 
Street, Mam and Dad’s directly onto the 
cobbles of the eight-foot. 

The front door opened from the room to the 
three feet deep patch of 
garden at the front that 
overlooked the alley along 
which coal, dustbin and fish 
trucks rumbled down daily 
making collections and 
deliveries.

I’ve recently spent time 
looking at the Census 
returns for this alley when 
it was almost new in 1871. 
These houses are not 
numbered in the Census 
but are named “Lane’s 
Buildings,” after the owner, 
Lane Thompson who also 
owned 93 Church Street. 

Charles Hopkins, a 
twenty-three-year-old 
fisherman from Ramsgate, 
his Grimsby born wife 
Eliza (19) and their baby 
daughter Sarah Jane, 
rented “the little ‘ouse” 
then. I hope they filled the 
house with laughter, love, 
and happiness as we did 
eighty-five years later.

LITTLE HOUSE ON THE MARSH
GORDON WILSON
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Being very fortunate to live in the 
country particularly during the 
pandemic lockdown, I have been 
able to observe the flora and fauna 
in more detail which is all around.

The change of the seasons 
as winter turns to spring and 
day by day the change is quite 
amazing.  I became more aware 
of the diversity of the vegetation 
and how it develops from bud to 
flower to leaf, and then a whole 
canopy spreads overhead giving 
shade and shelter – especially 
to our feathered friends.  So 
many varieties visit my garden – 
robin, hedge sparrow, dunnock, 
blackbird, song thrush, finches – 
gold, bull and green and chaffinch 
and blue tit, great tit, long tailed 
and coal tit, stone hatch and the 
odd raptor and crows to name but 
a few.

All these birds love my bird 
bath.  Unfortunately so does the 
loveable wood pigeon (the Latin 
name being Columba Palumbus).  
This is a large lumbering bird that 
thinks it has sole rights to the 
bathing facility and pushed out all 
the other feathered “friends”.

It loves to wallow in the bath 
displacing copious amounts of 
water in the process and shedding 
a milky white dust which covers the surface 
of the water and encourages green mould.   
The pigeon also deposits liberal dollops of 
waste matter in the water and all over the 
garden.

It even resents the sculpture of a naked 
figure of a damsel carrying an amphora on 
her shoulder which is centred in the middle 
of the bird bath. This is the deepest part and 
the pigeon has to settle for the shallow end.

Efforts to dislodge it do not 
seem to deter it in any way.  I 
have tried clapping my hands, 
rattling doors and trellis and 
making loud noises to 
no avail.

The territorial 
rights battles, the 
noisy din of flapping 
wings amongst the 
branches of the trees 
together with its 
courting practice of 
wooing and cooing 
can be a bit trying on 
my ears.   As you may 
have gathered by 
now I am not a great 
fan of this species.  
It might have 
handsome markings 
but it is a persistent 
fellow and displays 
a rather arrogant 
attitude!

I have even stopped 
putting out copious 
amounts of general 
bird food as the 
pigeons seem to then 
arrive in numbers 
and trample through 
the flower beds 
flattening everything 
in their wake – a bit 

like a herd of elephants in the 
African bush.

Although it is a wary bird and 
soon takes to the wing, it doesn’t 

take long for it to be back again and again 
and again and … 
 Anything I do only deters it briefly and I am 
losing the battle of the feathers.

TERRY CLARKE

PIGEON POST
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If you’re an East Marsh resident, or have 
previously lived on the East Marsh and have a 
story to tell, please email to
carolyndoyley@gmail.com 
and you could be published in a future publication.

I went to Welholme School in the 1970s and have 
very fond memories of my time there. In-fact I 
could, with rose-tinted glasses firmly in place, 
say I loved every minute – but this wouldn’t be 
entirely true. 

The reason for this lies in just one event. It 
happened once we moved up into the Junior 
School and, like most things at school, it 
happened whether we wanted it to or not. 
Junior School meant swimming lessons at Eleanor 
Street Baths.

My sister was a strong swimmer and competed in 
galas at Scartho Baths. We’d go along to support 
her and I knew straightaway that swimming pools 
were not for me; I was more interested in the 
vending machine. So, at 12 years old, I faced my 
impending swimming lessons with dread. 
We’d walk from Welholme School to Eleanor 
Street in the summer, a snaking line of chattering 
kids holding their illuminous swimming bags, 
ordered by the school in a colour of our choice, all 
bearing the same picture: a head and shoulders 
image of an athletic looking man in a swimming 
cap in mid front crawl. His face was screwed up 
and I was sure he was pain. More evidence for me 
that swimming pools were dodgy places.

Noise changes in a swimming pool. It’s amplified 
in pockets and your words bounce uncontrollably 
around the strange chamber. You meet your 
words on the rebound with a time delay. This, 
together with the chlorine and the tight rubber 
swimming hats created a dystopian scene.

Luckily, the foot disinfectant bath was smaller 
than the one at Scartho Baths and you could, if 
your legs were long enough, step over it. Mine 
weren’t. I took long strides curling my toes at each 
step through this cold and cloudy verruca soup. 
Thinking about it now, the chemicals used in the 
70s would finish off anything if it lingered in there 
long enough – even us!

I soon learned that it didn’t pay to learn how to 
swim because if you could swim, the next step was 
learning to dive. Mr Jarman and Mrs Peckett were 
the swimming instructors and learning to dive 
involved standing on one leg – holding the ankle 
of your other leg in a flamingo style pose at a right 
angle. 

One of the instructors would walk up behind you, 
take hold of your raised foot and pull it up. This 
meant you were tipped into the pool headfirst. No 
thank you! 

When everyone else had learned to swim, I still 
paddled up and down in the shallows, holding 
my float in front of me with rigid arms. I was a 
solitary figure, happy in my own world, away from 
all the tipping, splashing, gasping and exotic bird 
imitations which were going on over at the deep 
end. I’d been written off as a no hoper and was 
delighted with the verdict.

I never let on that I could actually swim. My sister 
taught me one summer when we were on holiday 
in Cornwall. She taught me using the older sister 
method:

1. Catch your little sister unawares and throw 
her in the pool
2. Ignore her shouts 
3. Leave the pool, get dressed, get a Mars Bar 
from the vending machine
4. Go to the spectators’ seats and check to see 
if she’s OK
5. If she isn’t OK, pretend you don’t know 
her.

Luckily, I swam. But shush, don’t tell anyone – 
that’s our secret! 

CAROLYN DOYLEY

SWIMMING LESSONS 
AT ELEANOR STREET 



In June, the Sun and Moon Festival wing of East 
Marsh United were working hard to find ways to 
add some fun education for children and families 
in the face of the unfamiliar life changes we have 
been challenged with. With education being fun at 
the forefront of this project we launched ‘Let’s go to 
Space.’  This was a fun five-day series of interactive 
online videos for children to enjoy and interact with 
two brilliant local artists, Lisa February, and Mathew 
Gray, playing Carrie and Cosmo and their exciting 
journey into space. Photo of Lisa and Matty as 
Carrie and Cosmo.

With the support of East Marsh United they brought 
to life Carrie and Cosmo, characters taken from 
a school’s project funded by the Arts Council 
England, in conjunction with La Luna and Grimsby 
Jazz Projects, ‘Lets go to Space ‘ began life in the 
imaginative mind of our own EMU and Sun and 
Moon Festival’s, performing artist, Josie Moon who, 
together with Jazz musician Pat McCarthy produced 
this story of two children going to space, as a music 
and theatre workshop which toured North East 
Lincolnshire in 2019.

Josie Moon and La Luna had not long edited and 
published a book of poetry and 
paintings called, ‘Calling to the 
Moon,’ created by myself and good 
friend, local poet Maria Garner.  This 
led to the commission for ‘Lets go to 
Space’.

As a visual artist, I was delighted 
to be chosen as the illustrator for 
this project and dove straight in 
with creating my own sketches and 
thinking of how-to bring Josie’s 
imaginings of Cosmo and Carrie 
into visual characters.  Luckily 
for me, Josie had not come to any 
conclusion on the images herself and 
was more than happy to have lots of 
discussions about how the storyline 
was developing.  The more Josie 

developed the story, the more I could see, in my 
minds eye, how to portray this exciting story and its 
personalities.

This adventure also involves ‘Monster’ the cat, 
based on a grey and white soft toy cat Josie uses in 

her story telling. Close up of Monster
As well as two alien creatures, Zebedee and Zog, 
who are helped by Carrie and Cosmo. The brief 
for these two were to produce characters that 
children could recreate themselves, Lisa, as Carrie, 
demonstrates beautifully, how you can make 
your very own Zebedee and Zog, we would love 
to see some of your alien creations here, send to 
viviennemay@hotmail.co.uk , or, post them on our 
Sun and Moon Community Arts  Festival page on 
Facebook.

Having decided on Monster, Zebedee and Zog there 
remained our two space travelling companions, 
Carrie, and Cosmo.

As a mum of two boys and a girl, I felt it was 
important to express an equality between Carrie 
and Cosmo, in the sense of how they both respect 
each other’s thoughts and ideas.  Josie had already 
mirrored this thought in our conversations, so I 
knew I was on the right track.  

The actual images for Carrie and Cosmo came from 
a blend of the memories of the two of the strongest 
people I have known in my life, my parents, and, of 
course, our author, Josie herself . Josie’s vibrant red 
hair reminds me of mum, who once had beautiful 
coppery corkscrew curly hair, “Like a copper pan 
scrubber” mum had told me many times. It had been 
a source of pride and discrimination in her life!  Dad 
was the epitome of tall dark and handsome, he and 
mum had a deep and loving respect for each other, 
both believing in being fair and understanding to all, 
something they passed on to me and I embraced this 
when bringing up my own children.  

And so, between Josie’s imagination, my memories, 
and Josie and my ideals of everyone being valued 
and respected equally, Carrie and Cosmo became 
the two children of this wonderful journey into 
space. 

You can find all the videos, and more details  
through www.sunandmoonfestival.org and on the 
Sun and Moon Arts Festival Facebook page.

V’s VANTAGE POINT - The Value of Memories, Imagination and Beliefs 
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Cosmo & Carrie
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find us online:

https://www.facebook.com/sunmoonfestgy

https://www.sunandmoonfestival.org

creative writin
g

music & performance

arts & crafts
media & web

Stay safe and well.    

Annabel, Carolyn, Josie, Rachel and Vivienne. 

July’s Month’s Writing Prompt

Have you ever fancied writing but you’re just not 
sure where to start? Or maybe you’re already a 
writer but you’ve lost your writing mojo? 

Either way, short writing prompts can help.

All creative writing courses use writing prompts 
to spark ideas and I like to use them to act as 
seeds or ingredients - let me explain: the prompt 
could provide you with the seed for a new piece of 
writing, or could give you ingredients (new ideas) 
to develop a piece of writing that’s already in 
progress.

Here’s this month’s writing prompt:

Imagine you’re walking along a beach when you 
see a bottle bobbing about in the tide. The bottle 
washes up at your feet. You can see a roll of paper 
inside, so you uncork the bottle and discover 
there’s a message written on the paper. Create a 
story, or a poem (or whatever you like) from this 
prompt.

Let this idea take you in whichever direction your 
imagination wants to go – trust yourself and just 
go with it – even if it gives you an idea that is not 
directly related to the prompt!

I like to use questioning to develop ideas:

Who is it from?
Where is it from?
Was I destined to find it? If so, why?
Should I act on the message?
Should I tell anyone about it?
What will happen if I try and find the writer of the 
message?
How will this experience change my life?

Ask more questions of your own.
The questions will get you thinking because you’ll 
want to find the answers. Your answers will create 
your story.

Give it try, see where it takes you and don’t be 
afraid to unleash your imagination.
We’d love to read any writing you create from this 
writing prompt, or any other writing you’ve got 
stashed away. 

Send it to carolyndoyley@gmail.com and who 
knows, it might be published in the next edition of 
The Proud East Marshian.


